
Trauma-Informed Skin-to-Skin Care®

Zipp’em up with The Zaky ZAK® 
INSTRUCTIONS, FEATURES, AND WARNINGS

Read both pages before using The Zaky ZAK®.
Use only as explicitly permitted and specified
by the manufacturer, and after proper training
by a qualified skin-to-skin care professional.

FIND THE PERFECT SIZE

The Zaky ZAK® is unisex and each of the 
4 sizes is adjustable with 3 zippers 
placed 2 inches apart.

Decide if you will hold skin to skin or 
clothed and find the correct size. 

NO-GUESS, CONSISTENT FIT

Measure your chest circumference. Select the size and 
zipper that most comfortably fit your tortso.
The fabric will stretch to provide proper containment to 
the baby. Adjust as necessary.
ForFor hospitals, The Zaky ZAK® is color coded (i.e., each 
size is available in a different color) so coaches know the 
size by the color, streamlining the entire supply chain 
and reducing errors.

MEASURE AND SELECT

WEAR The Zaky ZAK BEFORE MOVING THE BABY
1. Wrap The Zaky ZAK® and prepare 
to snuggle.

For skin-to-skin contact: 

(a) Wear it around your naked torso, or  

(b) (b) Wear it over a shirt/robe/blouse 
that fully opens on the front.  Open it 
under The Zaky ZAK® clearing the chest 
where the baby will be placed.

For holding clothed:
WWear The Zaky ZAK® over your clothes, 
preferably a soft t-shirt or another Zaky 
ZAK. 

2. Select the zipper that fits 
comfortably and close it on the front 
for easy access. 

If it is too tight it may compromise the 
baby’s breathing.  If it is too loose the 
baby won’t be properly contained and 
may slide. 

ForFor preemies, close the zipper on the 
side to avoid pressure points over the 
baby. The Zaky ZAK® will stretch to fit 
the size of the baby. Adjust as needed.

3. You are ready to start transferring 
the baby (and your skin is warming 
The Zaky ZAK® for your baby!) 

For skin-to-skin contact the baby 
wears only a diaper (no higher than 
the belly button). 

TRANSFER THE BABY

TRANSFERING MULTIPLE BABIES “one at a time and taking your time”

Adjust the size of The Zaky ZAK® as needed, depending on the size 
and number of babies.  

While sitting, transfer one baby at a time and wait until s/he is 
calm. Repeat. Make sure all babies are properly positioned, secure, 
and the zipper is fully closed.  
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1. Uncover your chest (by partially 
opening the zipper or lowering The 
Zaky ZAK®) or plan to place the baby 
over The Zaky ZAK® to minimize the 
time your breasts are exposed.

2.2.  Bend over and lift the baby towards 
your chest using both hands: one under 
the baby’s diaper, and the other around 
the back of the neck with the fingers on 
his/her mandible stabilizing the head. 
A coach will support you with the 
process and with any medical 
equipment.equipment.

OPTION 1:  
STANDING TRANSFER You will pick up the baby reducing the transfer time, distance, your baby’s stress and exposure to cold air.  A kangaroo care coach will support you until you can do it alone.

3.   Ensure the correct kangaroo care 
position, cover the baby with The Zaky 
ZAK® up to the earlobe, and close the 
zipper. 

If the baby is over The Zaky ZAK®, 
lower the fabric under the baby and 
bring it up covering the baby.

AlwaysAlways hold the baby with your hands 
during transfer, if the zipper is open, 
and while standing/walking. 

(c)  The zipper is fully closed.

Use The Zaky HUG® (sold separately) as a neck pillow to scent it and 
warm it and leave with the baby at the end of the session.

4. The transfer is considered 
complete when you are 
sitting/reclined AND:

(a) The baby is in the proper posture 
under The Zaky ZAK®.

(b) The Zaky ZAK® covers the baby 
up to the earlobe.

1. When the baby is getting close to 
your chest, lower The Zaky ZAK® (or 
partially open the zipper) to expose 
your chest and place the baby in the 
proper kangaroo care position.

NoteNote that the brown strapless is to cover 
this mom for the photo, but in real life 
the chest would be exposed.

OPTION 2:  
SITTING TRANSFER Sit/recline and a coach brings the baby to your chest. 

2. Cover the baby with The Zaky ZAK®. 
When possible, wait for the baby to 
calm down after the transfer before 
performing any interventions. 

3. The transfer is considered 
complete when you are 
sitting/reclined AND:

(a) The baby is in the proper posture 
under The Zaky ZAK®.

(b) The Zaky ZAK® covers the baby 
up to the earlobe.

(c)  The zipper is fully closed.(c)  The zipper is fully closed.



Use only as directed by the manufacturer and after proper training by a 
coach qualified and knowledgeable in kangaroo care

The Zaky ZAK® is engineered to be ergonomic, evidence-based, safe, and effective for holding skin-to-skin or clothed. 

The light color and single fabric layer help detect any leak of fluids or blood and assess the baby’s position without disruption.

The Zaky ZAK®’s zippers are all plastic YKK®, strong, quiet, effective, easy to use, and provides immediate access with minimal disruption.

Any capable adult may wear The Zaky ZAK® and keep a baby (or two or three) warm, safe, and calm including in an emergency.

The Zaky ZAK® is used since 2010 in homes, ante-partum, delivery, c-section, post-partum, and every unit with babies weighing 1 to 15 lbs. 

The Zaky mobile app is for new parents of hospitalized infants, those being discharged, or at home. The Zaky mobile app is for new parents of hospitalized infants, those being discharged, or at home. Track and log kangaroo care/skin-to-skin contact, 

feeding, sleep, growth, hygiene, and other activities.
The Zaky mobile app for parents of newborns.

Hold, Share, Love, and Learn

END THE SESSION

Before standing, make sure the zipper is 
fully closed, the baby is in correct 
kangaroo care position and covered up 
to the earlobe.  
To ensure safety, always place the hands 
over the baby while standing or walking.

STANDING/ WALKING

To release the baby (at the end of the 
session or due to an unplanned 
event), lower The Zaky ZAK® or fully 
open the zipper. You may also reverse 
the sitting and standing transfer 
procedure. 

TRANSFER THE BABY BACK

The Zaky ZAK® is soft, comfortable, 
natural, and fits your body perfectly. 

Keep it on when you are not holding 
the baby (use it alone or under another 
garment) and you will be ready for 
your next holding session. 

KEEP IT ON
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ENJOY YOUR SESSION while monitored by a coach or another adult

ACCESSING THE BABY FOR INTERVENTIONS Always get assistance from another adult, as necessary, to ensure your and the baby’s safety.

The zipper locks in place (won’t slide up 
or down unless the pull tab is tensioned) 
so you may partially open it for 
interventions, pumping, breastfeeding, 
examinations, etc.

WWarning: When the zipper is open or the 
baby is uncovered, then you must hold 
the baby with your hand(s) for safety.

1. PARTIALLY OPEN THE ZIPPER

To access the top half of the baby, for 
interventions (i.e., access the arms, 
back, etc.) fold down the top half of 
The Zaky ZAK® over the baby 
(providing extra containment with the 
double layer of The Zaky ZAK® over 
the baby's back). Cover the baby 
when finished.when finished.

2. FOLD IT DOWN

To access the bottom half of the baby, 
for interventions (i.e., heel sticks, 
change of diaper, massage therapy, 
etc.,) fold up the bottom half of The 
Zaky ZAK® over the baby (providing 
extra containment with the double 
layer of The Zaky ZAK® over the 
baby'sbaby's back). Cover the baby when 
finished.

3. FOLD IT UP

Quietly and carefully open the zipper 
just enough to give room to the baby to 
move, explore, or for you to reposition 
the baby for nutritive or non-nutritive 
breastfeeding as appropriate.

As always, when the zipper is partially open The Zaky ZAK® is not 
providing safety so always hold the baby with your hands.

BREASTFEEDING/EXPLORING

It is important to introduce the baby 
to loved ones for a seamless inclusion 
into the family.  

Grandparents and others may hold skin-to-skin (with your permission) 
or clothed; always with The Zaky ZAK® for the most positive sensorial 
stimulation and safety. 

Remember as Yamile says, “any healthy chest is better than a mattress” 

FAMILY INCLUSION

Procedures and outcomes are 
achievable (and the baby feels less 
pain) when interventions are 
trauma-informed, and the baby is 
calm, still, warm, and comfortable.

TheThe Zaky ZAK® provides easy, quiet, 
and immediate access so more 
interventions may be performed while 
holding (i.e., abdominal ultrasounds, 
ROP exams, heel sticks, etc.)

INTERVENTIONS

All these 5 conditions must be 
met to hold hands-free, rest, or do 
other tasks while holding:

1. You are sitting/reclined wearing 
The Zaky ZAK® in the right size.

2. The baby is in the proper 
kangaroo care position and contained 
comfortably.

3. The Zaky ZAK® covers the baby up 
to the earlobe.

4.4. The zipper is fully closed.

5. A coach/other adult is supervising 
your session.

RESTING WHILE HOLDING

When you feel comfortable then 
your sessions are prolonged.  
Wear The Zaky ZAK® by itself if 
you feel warm. Cover your 
shoulders with a sweater, shawl, 
blanket, hospital gown, etc., if you 
feel cold. Never cover the face of 
the babthe baby.

Don’t want to be bare under The 
Zaky ZAK®? Wrap The Zaky ZAK® 
over a shirt that opens on the front 
to clear your chest for skin-to-skin. 

THERMOREGULATION

Parents, family members, volunteers, 
therapists, older siblings etc., may 
hold the baby with The Zaky ZAK® 
while clothed to provide positive 
sensorial stimulation and safety.  This 
way is preferred over swaddle 
holding.

HOLDING NOT SKIN TO SKIN 


